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Erectile dysfunction (ED) following surgical treatments for
lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) remains one of the great
myths in modern urology. Even for the reference standard
transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) or the
longstanding open prostatectomy, sound data on this
important issue are missing. Even the methodology to assess
postoperative sexual dysfunction in general and ED in
particular is controversial. Even though validated tools exist,
the value of including partners for questionnaires remains
debatable. Thus the effort of Bruyere et al to ‘‘bring some
light’’ into this complex issue is welcome [1]. Reporting of the
influence on erectile function of GreenLight laser vaporization of the prostate at 532 nm is of utmost importance
because this technique is rapidly expanding worldwide.
The authors state for the first time, contrary to several
reports [2–5], that for a subgroup of preoperatively potent
patients (International Index of Erectile Function [IIEF-5]
>18), a significant negative influence on erectile function
was found for the GreenLight procedure performed with both
the 80-W potassium-titanyl-phosphate (KTP) system as well
as the 120-W lithium triborate (LBO) system. Within this
consecutive ‘‘real-life’’ cohort of 149 patients, the majority
suffered from cardiovascular disease, demonstrated by high
American Society of Anesthesiology scores (3 and 4), or were
on anticoagulant medication. Not surprisingly, in this group
of patients, only 39 men were identified with an IIEF-5 score
>18. Unfortunately, due to this rather small subgroup,
the authors were not capable of performing multivariate
analysis (eg, for age, diabetes, prostate volume, or urinary
retention). This analysis, however, would have been extremely beneficial to investigate the etiology of ED following
GreenLight laser treatment.

Despite these drawbacks in the methodology of this
trial, the fact that persisting de novo ED has been described
for this technique for the first time is very relevant. Initially,
as have others, our group focused on high-risk patients and
on those on anticoagulants for treatment with the
GreenLight system [6]. Even though this cohort of patients
is expanding, in these men the issue of sexual dysfunction
did not seem to be a key concern. With the increasing and
ongoing evidence regarding safety and efficacy of this
technique, the indications have been increasing as well.
Nowadays, younger and healthier men seem like appropriate candidates for vaporizing techniques in general and
for the GreenLight procedure in particular. Consequently,
reports on the impact on sexual function, like the one by
Bruyere et al. [1], gain importance.
It must be stressed that this article [1] contrasts sharply
with others that describe no influence [3–5] or even
improvement [2] of erectile function following GreenLight
vaporization. The reason for this discrepancy remains
unclear. One possible explanation might be use of the IIEF
versus the IIEF-5 (not incorporating retrograde ejaculation)
questionnaire or culture- or language-related issues (even
though the IIEF-5 is validated for the French language) in
the different studies. In my opinion, looking at the stillunsolved mystery of ED after TURP, I am not sure if more
prospective trials with larger cohorts and longer follow-up
will produce a definite answer.
Even if this first report on decreased erectile function
after GreenLight vaporization appears, in my opinion, to be
debatable, we now need to counsel our patients accordingly. In addition, these results need to draw our attention to
the matter of ED with regard to other laser sources. Whereas
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the KTP and LBO lasers at 532 nm [7] and the holmium:
yttrium-aluminum-garnett laser at 2010 nm [8] have rather
shallow coagulation (or heat affected) zones, the upcoming
diode lasers at 940 nm or 980 nm display significantly
deeper coagulation zones [9,10], potentially leading to more
significant postoperative ED.
I would like to point out that of those patients in the
current study with decreased erectile function (or at least
decreased IIEF-5 scores), not a single one opted for medical
ED treatment. Then again, this ‘‘nonchalant’’ conduct should
not keep urologists from further investigating the etiology
and erectile function following transurethral laser procedures for LUTS.
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